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Model performamce: RMSE between modeled and observed 

backscatter when using CC or SV as the forest parameter

Background: Sentinel-1 satellites provide continuous SAR observations almost on a daily basis from Northern Europe, enabling

continuous near real-time monitoring of the soil Freeze/Thaw (F/T) state (Cohen, et al., 2019). The main challenge in C-band

compared to lower frequency SAR, is the dec-

reased penetration through forest canopies.
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Test areas: Sodankylä, Nurmes and Tampere

Results: The S1-based soil F/T retrieval results in Sodankylä and Nurmes corresponded well with the in situ measurements and the

SMOS product, but in Tampere the results were weak. Canopy cover (CC) or stem volume (SV) can be used as the forest parameter

in the backscatter model. In Nurmes and Tampere the model performance was slightly better when SV was used.

Methods: A forest backscatter model is used to

extract the signal components scattering from

the ground surface and the forest canopy. F/T is

estimated trough a comparison with reference

images representing thaw and freeze conditions.
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The forest backscatter model
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Conclusions:

In more southern boreal forest conditions (denser

canopy), model performance slightly better with SV than

with CC. S1 F/T detection more successful in northern

boreal forest conditions (sparser canopy)
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Spatial average of the retrieved S1-based soil F/T state compared with in situ 

measurements and the SMOS F/T product (Rautiainen, et al., 2016).
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Examples of F/T maps derived from S1, descending and 

ascending orbits, for Sodankylä (above) and Nurmes (below)


